Progress Named a Winner of G2 Crowd’s 2019 Best Software Awards
January 29, 2019
Two Progress technologies make the top 100 software products of the year based on customer reviews
BEDFORD, Mass.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--Jan. 29, 2019-- Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), the leading provider of application development and digital
experience technologies, today announced it has been named a 2019 winner of G2 Crowd’s annual Best Software Awards. The Best Software Awards
provide a definitive ranking of the best software products worldwide, as rated by users.
Progress has been given the distinct honor of having two of its technologies included in the 2019 top 100 ranking. Progress® Telerik® Fiddler™, the
popular web debugging tool, ranked 7th and Progress® Kendo UI®, the most complete UI library for data-rich web applications, ranked 69th.
G2 Crowd compiled the list using data collected from over 270,000 authentic customer reviews written between Jan. 1 and Dec. 31, 2018. Reviews
spanned across nearly 60,000 software products, with each user-submitted review vetted by an individual person, not a machine, to ensure legitimacy.
Tech companies on the list are selected with data provided by their software users. With more than 45,000 software companies on G2 Crowd,
Progress’ recognition on the prestigious Best Software Products 2019 list is an exceptional achievement, and one that can only be earned through the
endorsement of its users.
"There is nothing better than user feedback and knowing that two Progress products came in at the top of the list of nearly 60,000 products reviewed is
a huge honor," said Faris Sweis, SVP & General Manager Developer Tooling Business, Progress. "We are 100% committed to our users and to see
this outcome from our energy and investment is so rewarding. We couldn’t be more motivated to continue our commitment to offering the best platform
and tools for customers to build amazing modern apps, quickly and easily.”
“The best thing about this award is that it is a definitive view by actual users, not just the opinion of a few industry watchers,” said Godard Abel, CEO
at G2 Crowd. “With our high level of traffic and engagement and extensive set of products for review, G2 Crowd is able to harness more than ten
million data points to determine which products and companies are doing the best job of helping businesses and developers reach their potential.”
Additional Resources

Follow Progress on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn and Google+
Read the Progressblog
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) offers the leading platform for developing and deploying strategic business applications. We enable customers and
partners to deliver modern, high-impact digital experiences with a fraction of the effort, time and cost. Progress offers powerful tools for easily building
adaptive user experiences across any type of device or touchpoint, award-winning machine learning that enables cognitive capabilities to be a part of
any application, the flexibility of a serverless cloud to deploy modern apps, business rules, web content management, plus leading data connectivity
technology. Over 1,700 independent software vendors, 100,000 enterprise customers, and two million developers rely on Progress to power their
applications. Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
Progress, Fiddler, and Kendo UI are trademarks or registered trademarks of Progress Software Corporation and/or one of its subsidiaries or affiliates
in the US and other countries. Any other trademarks contained herein are the property of their respective owners.
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